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Through a case study of one state agency’s interesting and 

ongoing experience with deploying Lean, the presentation will 

provide participants: 

 A tested and refined framework to drive a Lean transformation 

within Washington State government

 Proven best practices and tips for state and local government 

agencies to consider when deploying a robust Lean program

 Cautions and lessons learned for state and local government 

agencies to consider when deploying Lean

Objectives
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Agenda

Background

Description of Framework for Lean Transformation

Lessons Learned So Far

Next Steps
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“Lean is not a program, it is a 

strategy.” 

~ Darrell Damron 

Enterprise Lean Consultant

Results Washington

Office of the Governor
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Washington State Employment Security Department (ESD): 

oServes citizens through three primary channels:  

o WorkSource:  ESD partners with Workforce Development 

Councils and other local partners to help citizens find employment 

o Unemployment Insurance (UI):  In 2012, the department paid 

more than $2.5 billion in unemployment benefits to nearly 382,000 

jobless workers. 

o Labor-Market Data:  ESD collects, analyzes and disseminates 

job-related data relating to Washington and its regions and 

communities.

oLed by Commissioner Dale Peinecke

Introduction to ESD
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• 2012:  Gov. Gregoire’s Lean initiative – two “Model Area” 

projects

• Most audacious:  UI Claims Adjudication

o Completely changed the work of 140 staff

• 2013: Built on success, expanded in UI

• Launched agency-wide effort

o Strategic Planning

o Office of Lean Transformation

ESD’s Lean journey
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“If you don't have time to do it right 

the first time, when are you going to 

find time to do it over?”

~ Author Unknown
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A framework for Lean in state government

What changes

with Lean?

Everything!
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Voice of the Customer
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Agency Lean strategy deployment – A3
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A framework for Lean in state government

What changes

with Lean?

Everything!
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Formal Lean effort kicked off
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5-day end-to-end UI process workout 

planning session
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Strategic breakthrough initiatives

3 components to enduring Continuous Improvement
Im
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Staff ownership: Continuous improvement teams
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Project chains: Learning through Experimentation

Improvement 

Hypothesis #1

Improvement 

Hypothesis #2

Improvement 

Hypothesis #3

Improvement 

Hypothesis #4

Improvement 

Hypothesis #2a

Improvement 

Hypothesis #2b

Improvement 

Hypothesis #2c

Improvement 

Hypothesis #2b1

Improvement 

Hypothesis #2b2
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A framework for Lean in state government

What changes
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Everything!
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Driving accountability for results: Governance
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A framework for Lean in state government

What changes

with Lean?

Everything!
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Leading “Lean” meetings

Source: Steve Kay, http://boingboing.net/2010/05/17/clock-calculates-was.html; http://www.prlog.org/12137510-

business-meetings-big-waste-of-workplace-time.html

Need to meet?  

What’s min 

amount of time 

needed?

Huddles

How will we know if 

meeting was 

successful? 

What is agenda?  
Inform

Discuss 

Decide

Are we on track?

How make 

future meetings 

better?

How we hold 

each other 

accountable for 

meeting actions 

and decisions? 

Meeting Filter & Prep
Execute Meeting for 

Max Impact
Follow-Up

http://boingboing.net/2010/05/17/clock-calculates-was.html
http://www.prlog.org/12137510-business-meetings-big-waste-of-workplace-time.html
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Leading the Lean transition conversation

CONCERN

INFLUENCE

• Moving from witnesses 

to leaders

• Having tough conversations

• You can’t pull this off without developing new 

skills

• Expanding tolerance for change and risk
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Transparent measurement for accountability

“Red is good!”
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Visual management: Managing by exceptions
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Going to the “Gemba”
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Different forms of targeted Lean training

UICC Leadership TrainingLean “101”

“Train the Trainer” Lean Workshops
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New Kinds of Learning

FROM TO

• Classroom learning • Experiential learning

o Just gotta DO it!

• Avoid mistakes

o Hide mistakes

• Embrace mistakes

o Reveal them

o 100% focus on 

LEARNING

• Consultant-centered change • Consultant as sensei

• Change agents lead projects • Actual leaders lead projects

• Learning on special

occasions

• Learning in every meeting

o +/Delta
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A framework for Lean in state government

What changes

with Lean?

Everything!
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Standard work
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What changes

with Lean?

Everything!
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Summary of results to date

Results realized to date:

• Huge savings in time & money (one project:  $250,000 

annual savings)

• Cut WIP by ~50%

• Reduction of targeted defects (from 20% to <1%)

• Improved quality (e.g. Template Team)

• Employee involvement & morale

• Breakthroughs in collaboration

• #1:  Unbelievable buy-in
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What we’ve learned…

• “Go big or go home”

• Lack of preparation for managers

o May require full self-motivation

• Tell the story.  Tell it again.  And again.  

• Prepare to “fail forward”

• There is no “one path” to Lean

1. Do the next right thing

2. Learn

3. Repeat
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"If you don't know where you are 

going, you might wind up someplace 

else." 

~ Yogi Berra
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What’s planned for Year 2…

• Continue to deepen Lean deployment in UI Claims 

organization 

• Duplicate lessons learned to drive agency-wide 

Lean transformation  

• Fully develop Agency Office of Lean Transformation 

team

• Develop Lean staff in the divisions

• Execute ESD 4-year A3 plan
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THANK YOU!
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